Condensed Bio for Quint Whipple, CDT
Quint Whipple began his career as a dental technician after a neighborhood dentist
visited a local art show where he was presenting. Since then, he has been working with
the leaders in dentistry for over 29 years perfecting his artistry. In 2003 he began
Phoenician Dental Studios which established itself quickly as a leading cosmetic dental
lab. Quint received his Bachelor’s degree in Biology at Arizona State University in 1997
and his CDT in 2000. He is a 20-year member of the American Academy of Cosmetic
Dentistry (AACD), served 4 years as the AACD Board of Directors Lab Representative, 2
years as the General member Representative on the BOD. He has also served on the
PEC of the AACD and is in the process of becoming an accredited member. He is a Las
Vegas Institute graduate, but more notably spent more than five years (1998-2003)
assisting in the instruction of clinicians during hundreds of live-patient courses at LVI,
a recognized post-graduate learning institution. He was inducted as a member of the
Dental Technicians Guild (DTG) in 2016 and has acted as a Key Opinion Leader for GC
America since early 2017. Quint’s work has been recognized by the AACD as a twotime Smile Gallery Winner and his writing and work has also been featured in
publications such as DentalTown, LVI Visions with Ron Jackson, 3M Advertisements,
JDT and Cosmetic Dentists. He was, along with my wife, recognized as “the Couples,
what’s hot in 2020” in the January edition of the JDT. As the owner of Phoenician
Dental, he has created thousands of VIP smiles and continues his pursuit of learning
every year by attending top level CE courses, leadership, business and technical
training, conventions and seminars to stay on the leading edge of dentistry.

